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a b s t r a c t
Large scale 6T SRAM beyond 65 nm will increasingly rely on assist methods to overcome the functional
limitations associated with scaling and the inherent read stability/write margin trade off. The primary
focus of the circuit assist methods has been improved read or write margin with less attention given
to the implications for performance. In this work, we introduce margin sensitivity and margin/delay analysis tools for assessing the functional effectiveness of the bias based assist methods and show the direct
implications on voltage sensitive yield. A margin/delay analysis of bias based circuit assist methods is
presented, highlighting the assist impact on the functional metrics, margin and performance. A means
of categorizing the assist methods is developed to provide a ﬁrst order understanding of the underlying
mechanisms. The analysis spans four generations of low power technologies to show the trends and long
term effectiveness of the circuit assist techniques in future low power bulk technologies.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The 6T SRAM cell design has been successfully scaled in both
bulk and SOI down to the 32/28 nm node and has remained for
more than a decade the dominant technology development vehicle
for advanced CMOS technologies. Reduced device dimensions and
operating voltages that accompany technology scaling have led
to increased design challenges with each successive technology
node. This is especially true for the 6T SRAM cell that often uses
minimum device dimensions and requires many waived design
rules to achieve its aggressive density targets. Despite these challenges, the 6T SRAM is expected to continue to play a dominant
role in future technology generations because of its combination
of density, performance, and compatibility with the CMOS logic
process. The successful commercial scaling of the 6T SRAM driven
by strong industry competition has followed a well deﬁned linear
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shrink factor of 0.7X over multiple generations, which results in
a fairly predictable 2X reduction in cell area per generation. This
continued trend in area reduction is accompanied by the well
known consequence of increased variance associated with the reduced channel area. Although technology options such as high-k
with metal gate have provided some relief in variation, the level
of integration and functional margins beyond the 28/32 nm generation pose a serious technical challenge.
A unique feature of the 6T SRAM is an inherent trade off between stability when holding data during a read or non-column selected write access and the ability of the cell to be written. This fact
means that the device dimensions and threshold voltage targets
established for the SRAM devices are a compromise by design.
The ability to read and write will be characterized in terms of margins to assess the functional implications. These margins, which we
will refer to as write margin (WM), and read static noise margin
(RSNM) or static noise margin (SNM), tend to decrease with scaling. Reduced functional margins combined with the growth in bit
count and increased variation with each successive generation,
lead to a mounting concern for the viability of the 6T SRAM in future generations.
Circuit assist techniques will become increasingly necessary to
preserve the 6T cell functional window of operation as scaling con-
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tinues. A range of SRAM functional assist methods have been proposed and discussed [1–23], however there remains no clear agreement in the industry as to which method or combination of
methods will emerge as the more optimal solution. While different
works compare the assist features in varied settings of technology
node and technology type, often little detail is given on the trade
offs involved in the selection process. Although power and cost
are clearly important factors in determining the optimal assist
method, it is ﬁrst necessary to determine if an assist method will
meet the functional margin and delay requirements. Once the assist methods which meet the functional requirements are established, the power and implementation costs can by weighed. The
goal of this paper is to provide an approach for assessing the
functional effectiveness of the assist methods. A second objective
is to explore the impact of CMOS scaling trends on the robustness
of various assist methods. The speciﬁc contributions of this paper
are:
 A margin/delay analysis method is developed for the evaluation
of the functional effectiveness of circuit assist methods in 6T
SRAM.
 A concurrent analysis across four technology nodes to explore
the potential impacts of scaling in low power bulk CMOS
technologies.
 A concise overview, and method for categorizing the 6T SRAM
assist options.
2. Assist categories
A categorization of the assist methods is introduced to establish
a systematic means of characterizing the range of circuit assist
techniques used in this discussion. For a given foundry cell design,
there are three distinct circuit types or categories to address the reduced window of functionality for the 6T SRAM:
1. Altering noise source amplitude or duration through the access
transistor.
2. Modiﬁcation of the latch strength or voltage transfer characteristics of the latch inverters.
3. Avoidance or masking by design or architecture methods.
While category 3 is included for thoroughness and encompasses
a range of approaches including ECC masking or prohibiting the
half select issue during a write operation [1], the scope of this work
will focus on the bias based methods as deﬁned by type 1 and 2. A
categorized summary of the bias based circuit assist methods is
shown in Table 1. The assist type given in Table 1 provides the primary mechanistic explanation for the assist method effectiveness.

Table 1
Summary of SRAM circuit assist methods with predominant assist type.
Read assist

Type

Write assist

Type

Terminal(s)

Raise VDD
Raise VDD at cell
Reduce VSS at cell
WL droop
Reduce Q on BLsb
Weaken pass gate
NMOS
Strengthen pull-up
PMOS

2
2
2
1
1
1

Raise VDD
Reduce VDD at cell
Raise VSS at cell
WL boost
Increase (BL–BLB)
Strengthen pass gate
NMOS
Weaken pull-up PMOS

1
2
2
1
1
1

globala
VDDc
VSSc
WL
BL & or BLB
array
PWELLc
array
NWELL

2

2

a
VDD applied to terminals VDDc, WL, NWELL (BL and BLB for read, BL or BLB for
write).
b
Reduced voltage or capacitance on BL.
c
Well bias also modulates pull-down NMOS device in most bulk technologies.
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While the category types are useful for quickly analyzing the various assist techniques, they are not fundamentally exclusive, and
in some cases both mechanisms inﬂuence the net assist effectiveness as we will discuss in more detail in Section 6.
The read and write assist methods listed in Table 1 can and in
many cases are used in combination, and most can be implemented in either a static or dynamic mode. The categories can
be further distinguished by the voltage terminal or terminals
which are manipulated. For example a change in the WL voltage
would involve modifying one voltage level while a change in the
global VDD would involve changing the voltage on ﬁve of the seven available terminals associated with the 6T SRAM cell (VDDc,
NWELL, WL, BL and BLB). Increased global VDD is unique for several reasons and will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.
Modiﬁcation of the cell design parameters such as device WL, or
device threshold voltage by process change or by means beyond
the control of the circuit designer, are outside the scope of this
paper.

3. Review of assist methods
A brief overview of circuit assist methods published over the
last 5 years will support the objectives of this paper, but the large
number of publications prevents an exhaustive review here. It is
sufﬁcient for this purpose to provide a sample of the options that
have been proposed and to allow us to discuss some of the major
advantages and disadvantages in context of the categories and terminal access options given in Table 1.
3.1. Read assist
Those read assist methods we categorize as type 1 include
methods that reduce the noise source amplitude or duration,
which impact the storage latch. These include those methods we
shall refer to as write-back [2–4], reduced word line gate voltage
[5–9], increased word line (pass gate) threshold voltage through
body bias [10,11], and reduced bit line charge by lowering the voltage or capacitance [3,12–14]. The methods we categorize as type 2,
which are intended to improve the resilience of the latch, are increased array VDD [6,15–18], decreased array VSS [7]and reduction
in the absolute value of the SRAM pull-up PMOS threshold voltage
[10].While some techniques such as write-back (or read–
modify–write) are purely dynamic in nature, those techniques
which involve altering the well (NWELL or PWELL) bias are proposed as primarily static implementations due to the large RC delay or layout complexity that would be involved in making this
technique dynamic. The embodiments proposed as assists in
[10,19] are essentially ﬁxed biases set at one point in time to provide some compensation for global variation.
3.2. Write assist
A roughly equal number of publications are invested in the
challenge associated with writing the 6T SRAM. The read/write
assist symmetry observed from Table 1 is worth noting, and all
but one method (increased global VDD) have the not so surprising
opposite effect on read stability versus ability to write. Publications
that address the challenge of writing the cell following category 1
(increased amplitude or duration of the write signal through the
pass gate device) have proposed some form of boost to the word
line gate voltage [6,15,20,16] or negative bit line voltage [7,21,9]
to increase the VGS of the pass gate device. Those publications that
address improving write margin by means of reducing the latch
strength include reducing the array supply voltage VDDc [2,5,6,8,
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11,17], raising the array VSSc [12,22,23], or reducing the strength
the pull-up PMOS by NWELL bias [10,19].
4. Assist metrics
The primary objective of this work will be focused on the functional metrics of margin sensitivity and performance. The metrics
of power and cost will be addressed in Section 6 in context of this
primary objective. In this section we deﬁne and quantify of the
margin and performance metrics used in this analysis.
4.1. Margin sensitivity

@ðMarginÞ
@V

The performance for a given assist method is evaluated using
write delay for the write assist method and the time required for
bit line signal development for read assist. For this analysis, we
are concerned about the deltas between techniques. This simpliﬁes
the analysis and allows us to focus speciﬁcally on the two performance components of interest. The delay can be reduced to the
time required to charge the word line (sWL), plus the time required
to develop a sufﬁcient differential voltage on the BL (sDBL)to set the
sense ampliﬁer.

sread ¼ sWL þ sDBL

We deﬁne the margin sensitivity as the change in margin with
respect to the change in applied assist bias voltage for a given technique. This is expressed as:

Sensitiv ity ¼

4.2. Performance

ð1Þ

Margin may refer in this case to either SNM or WM. To compare the
margin sensitivity of the speciﬁc assist methods, we perform noise
margin analysis using custom predictive technology models (PTMs)
[24,25] using pre-deﬁned scaled SRAM dimensions consistent with
the dense SRAM published values. The deﬁned margin sensitivity is
a useful metric for quantitatively comparing assist method effectiveness. It is applicable to all bias based assist methods, provides
an objective means of comparing the assist methods to one another
and also across the technology nodes.
Because bias limitations of some form exist for all assist methods, the margin sensitivity provides a means of quantitatively
determining the attainable margin improvement. Depending on
the assist method used, different limiting factors will constrain
the terminal bias values that can be applied. In the case of boosting
schemes such as +WL(write), neg BL(write), +VDDc(read) or
VSSc(read), the common limiting factor is the technology Vmax.
Voltage suppression schemes such as +VSSc(write), VDDc(write)
or WL(read) are limited by different mechanisms. For example,
the bias used collapsing the supply voltage (+VSSc or VDDc), becomes limited by data retention fails for unaccessed cells that
share the collapsed supply. For WL(read), performance limitations can quickly limit the allowable bias available for read stability margin gains obtained with reduced word line voltage.
The nominal VDD is based on published industry values for the
nodes of interest. We used 1.2 V, 1.1 V, 1.1 V and 1.0 V for 65 nm,
45 nm, 32 nm, and 22 nm respectively. As part of the methodology
deﬁned in this investigation, we will place particular emphasis on
the speciﬁc conditions that represent the worst case operation
voltage (Vwc) for the technology. We deﬁne Vwc as the minimum
voltage at which the SRAM must be able to perform both a read
and write operation across the entire array without failure. Thus,
we need to ensure that the VDDmin1 for a given array is at or below
our predeﬁned Vwc for each technology node. Because Vwc is recognized as technology and application dependent, we will use 0.8X the
nominal VDD as this value. This condition accounts for factors such
as voltage droop, NBTI shifts over the product lifetime, and testing
equipment variability.
In addition to the shift in the mean margin value, we also examine variation and the impact of the assist methods on the margin
distribution in Section 5. This is a critical point since the ultimate
goal of the assist technique is to improve the yield at the Vwc or
lower the VDDmin of a particular array.
1
While non-foundry or in-house designs may have the ﬂexibility to push the
operation voltage to the empirically deﬁned VDDmin, foundry based design kits
frequently specify a valid model operation voltage range. Designing outside this
speciﬁed range (below Vwc) may produce invalid results.

ð2Þ

To brieﬂy illustrate how the assist method may impact the sRead, the
read assist method of reduced WL voltage is considered. For this
example, the sWL will be reduced while the sDBL will be increased.
Following a similar approach as with the read performance
evaluation, considering the deltas associated with the assist methods for comparison purposes, the write performance (swrite) estimate will require three components as given in (3).

swrite ¼ sBL þ swcell þ sWL

ð3Þ

The value sWL is consistent with the previous deﬁnition, and sBL is
the delay (or part of the delay that does not overlap with sWL) required to establish the BL–BLB voltage differential for the write
operation. swcell is the delay associated with the cell state change given the applied BL differential and WL voltage. Simulations will be
used to quantify swcell in this study.
4.3. Margin/delay analysis
A margin sensitivity factor and performance factor will be employed to derive a ﬁnal effectiveness factor and a graphical (margin/delay) space analysis will also be used [26]. To illustrate the
margin/delay approach, Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram depicting the desired functional window, delineated by the margin and
delay requirements of the memory. As the VDD is reduced to
Vwc, the read/write margins and corresponding performance degrade. Use of assist methods generally improves margin and in
most cases delay to some extent. We propose that plotting the
margin versus delay of a memory with varying amounts of assist
bias will illuminate the most effective assist methods for a given
technology and set of functional requirements. This graphical approach provides additional insight into the net functional impact
of a given assist method and allows us to readily understand potential advantages and trade offs of a given assist approach.

5. Results
Four read assist and four write assist methods were examined
to provide a set of test cases for the assist evaluation methodology.
A schematic representation of the speciﬁc assist methods explored
is given in Figs. 1 and 2 for read assist and write assist respectively.
Three of the read assist methods chosen for this evaluation were of
type 2 category and one (WL droop) was type 1. Two of the write
assist methods chosen for this evaluation were from type 1, and
the remaining two were type 2. The four read assist methods
shown are listed in Table 1 rows 1–4. The four write assist methods
discussed in this work are given in Table 1 rows 2–5. Those assist
methods that are inherently dynamic (inﬂuencing the duration of
the noise source) must be evaluated using dynamic noise margin
methods. These include reduced BL capacitance and read modify
write or write-back.
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Fig. 1. Schematic timing diagram representations for read assist (a) raised array global VDD, (b) negative VSS at the cell, (c) VDD boost at the cell and (d) WL droop. s
represents the time for the sense ampliﬁer to set. Text box denotes modulated terminal(s).

Fig. 2. Schematic representations for write assist (a) negative BL, (b) raised VSS at the cell, (c) VDD droop at the cell and (d) WL boost. Text box denotes modulated
terminal(s). Node voltage Q represented by dashed line in schematic timing diagram.

5.1. Simulation results – margin
To quantify the margin sensitivities in this study, static metrics
will be used to emulate the functional environment using the custom low power (LP) PTM bulk technologies [25]. For read assist,
SNM based on the butterﬂy curve analysis is used [27]. For write
assist, the ramped WL based metric will be employed [28], deﬁned
as the (VWLmax – VWLﬂip) to assess the margin due to its improved correlation to dynamic write margin [29]. A yield analysis
will be used to establish quantitative relationships of the required
margins.
Fig. 4a–d plots the SNM as a function of the assist bias for the
four read assist techniques deﬁned in Fig. 1a–d. The four technology nodes are represented in each of the four plots. Fig. 4c for
example shows the change in SNM with increased array VDD
(VDDc) as described schematically in Fig. 1c. There is a negative
slope for methods (b) and (d) corresponding with the fact that
these methods utilize a reduction in the terminal voltage. While
all four methods produced some degree of improvement in the
SNM, and the response or sensitivity is similar across the technology nodes, the sensitivity was most signiﬁcant for VDDc, Fig. 1c

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of read/write margin vs read/write delay and desired
functional window based on margin limited yield and performance requirements
for application [26].

and Fig. 4c. The initial voltage is either 0 V or varies consistently
with the Vwc for each technology.
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Fig. 4. Read static noise margin as function of (a) raised array global VDD, (b) Negative VSS at the cell, (c) VDD boost at the cell (VDDc) and (d) WL droop [26].
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Fig. 5. Write margin as function of (a) negative BL, (b) raised VSS at the cell (VSSc), (c) VDD droop at the cell (VDDc) and (d) WL boost [26].

The simulation results for the write assist methods are shown in
Fig. 5a–d corresponding with the conditions deﬁned in Fig. 2a–d.
For the write assist methods in this analysis, the VSSc response,
Fig. 5b, was the least linear and showed the least sensitivity.
Although there is some degree of non-linearity in the response
characteristics of write margin and static noise margin, most exhibit a sufﬁcient degree of linearity across the 300 mV range to allow
us to characterize the responses using a ﬁrst order linear model to
allow a high level comparison. SNM sensitivities shown in Fig. 4a–
d are summarized for each of the technology nodes in Fig. 6a. As a
means of improving the SNM, raised cell voltage (VDDc) is the
method that emerges as exhibiting the greatest sensitivity across
the LP technology nodes. The trends also suggest that there is some
increase in sensitivity as scaling continues.
Following a similar approach, we also characterize the functional sensitivities across the technology nodes for write margin
sensitivity, Fig. 6b. In this case, three of the methods exhibit similar
sensitivities to the applied bias. Raised array VSS (VSSc) showed

5.2. Simulation results – performance
The relationship between read current and read SNM is of particular concern with scaled technologies as the read currents are
generally decreasing with successive generation. The read assist
methods have an important and signiﬁcant impact on the cell read
current. The inﬂuence of the read assist methods on the read current for the 45 nm node is shown in Fig. 7a with the initial value
representing no assist technique at the low voltage corner (Vwc).
Fig. 7b further plots the spread of read current vs SNM at
300 mV assist bias. Although only the 45 nm technology data is
shown, the other three technology nodes responded in a similar
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less degree of linearity and had a weaker response. The unique
and completely linear response of the WL boost was due to the fact
that the write margin metric used in this investigation was deﬁned
as the difference between the ﬁnal word line voltage and the voltage of the word line required to write the cell.
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Fig. 6. The margin sensitivities across LP technologies for the four read assist methods (a) and four write assist methods (b) investigated.
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Fig. 8. Effect of write assist techniques on cell component of write time (a) negative BL voltage, (b) raised cell Vss, (c) reduced VDD as the cell and (d) boosted WL voltage.

way. Increased array voltage (VDDc) has only a small positive impact on the read current, while reduced word line voltage signiﬁcantly degraded the read current. Decreasing the VSSc terminal
below GND resulted in the strongest improvement in read current,
exceeding that of conventional VDD increase. This results from
both increased VGS and reduced threshold voltage in the SRAM cell
pull-down (PD) NMOS device due to the body effect. The read performance impact of the read assist techniques can be estimated for
each technique with (2). Based on the simple relationship provided
in (3), the performance limitations associated with the WL droop
can quickly become prohibitive.
The delay impact associated with the cell write time (swcell ) is
shown in Fig. 8a–d for the four write assist methods evaluated.
While all four methods improved the write time, WL boost and
negative BL voltage bias schemes showed a more signiﬁcant
improvement in delay. Increasing the cell VSS and reducing the cell
or array VDD had less impact. The delay response for cell write
time was similar with scaling although the 22 nm node showed a
stronger initial response to the applied bias conditions. For the
negative BL and boosted WL cases, the 22 nm delay response is
most dramatically inﬂuenced by the 0.3 V applied assist bias.

dominates the variation sources. Although technology improvements offered by high-k and metal gate, may provide signiﬁcant
improvement due to the higher gate capacitance, continued scaling
will quickly consume these gains.
To address the impact of the assist methods on the variation in
both SNM and WM Monte Carlo simulations were run for each
method that we explored in this paper. Fig. 9 plots the sigma for
the WM distribution (a) and SNM (b) as a function of the assist
voltage bias for the 45 nm node. A minimum of 200 Monte Carlo
runs were performed for each bias condition. Several observations
emerge from this analysis. We ﬁrst observe that the assist method
and bias both impact the standard deviation of the distribution. We
account for this in assessing the overall contribution of the assist
method which we will discuss in the next section.
An additional source of variation in assist response can be
caused by voltage variations on the assist modulated terminal(s).
This variation will strongly depend on the speciﬁc design and assist
implementation scheme used. The sensitivity metric, discussed in
Section 4.1, provides a means of assessing the overall impact of this
variation source by relating changes in terminal voltage to margin.
5.4. Yield quantiﬁcation

5.3. Impact of assist methods on variation
Until now, we have discussed only the impact of the voltage
deviations of the assist methods on the mean values of SNM and
WM at a given bias condition. However, to determine the functional yield expectation for a given array size at the worst case
voltage, the local and global variation must be taken into account.
Without the variation component, the required margin improvement will be unknown. For the small scaled SRAM devices, the local variation associated with random dopant ﬂuctuations (RDF)

To identify the functional window requirement as depicted in
Fig. 3, it is necessary to be able to convert the simulated margin
information into yield. Soft fails are voltage, temperature, and timing dependent fails resulting from one of the following four modes:
(1) failure to write, (2) failure to read (insufﬁcient signal developed
on the BL to set the sense amp), (3) stability upset, and (4) data
retention. These four failure modes are not attributable to defects
but are instead associated with a distribution tail stemming from
variation sources. Although we do not address read fails and data
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retention fails directly, assist method choices can clearly impact
these mechanisms. The assist methods are directed at mechanisms
1 and 3. To address the write and stability related yields quantitatively we use the following approach.
SNM0/WM0 denote the read/write margin for data 0 00 and
SNM1/WM1 denote the margin for data 0 10 . The deﬁnition of
SNM/WM would be the minimum value for 0 00 and 0 10 . An important observation is that the distribution of SNM0 or SNM1 can be
represented by a standard normal distribution under normally distributed parameter variation. This same observation is true for
WM0 or WM1. For the cases we examined, the distributions remain normally distributed with assist bias, though the mean and
the standard deviation may change. An additional set of Monte
Carlo simulations (1000–10,000 cases) were run on selected assist
bias conditions for distribution veriﬁcation purposes. Fig. 10 shows
the results of 10,000 cases for WM0 at Vwc (a) and with 300 mV
negative BL bias (b) for the 45 nm LP technology. The linearity of
the quantile plots conﬁrms that the WM distribution remains normal even with the assist feature engaged. The failure probability
(Pf) for the right or left node (probability of SNM0 < 0 or
SNM1 < 0 for example) is given as:

Pf ¼

 
1
g
erfc prﬃﬃﬃ
2
2

ð4Þ

where gr is deﬁned as the number of random variable standard
deviations from the mean based on the standard normal distribution. For large arrays with relatively few fails, the Poisson distribution will be used to estimate the soft fail limited yield. We can then

compute (k) deﬁned as the number of bits (N) times the fail probability (Pf), including both states of the latch:

k ¼ N  ðPfð0Þ þ Pfð1Þ Þ

ð5Þ

With the assumption that the RDF induced variations are random
and non-clustered, the soft fail yield (without redundancy) for a given mechanism can be expressed as:

Yield ¼ expðkÞ

ð6Þ

To obtain a 10 Mb SRAM with a SNM-limited yield of 99% would require a gr value of 6.12r. In other words, to achieve this yield target, SNM0wc must be larger than the minimum noise margin
threshold (in this case 0) for 99 of 100 10 Mb arrays. The limited
yield for WM is computed with this same approach, to obtain a
99% WM-limited yield, which would result in an over all soft fail
limited yield of 98% considering both WM and SNM. For our
45 nm LP technology, Fig. 11 shows that this is achieved with
180 mV for either word line boost or negative BL bias (a) and
100 mV assist bias for the most effective read assist technique
(VDDc boost) (b).
6. Discussion
We have outlined the elements of both margin and delay referenced to Vwc, and provided a means of transforming the write and
read margins into a soft fail limited yield value. This approach has
been applied and demonstrated using the LP PTM platform of bulk
technologies from 65 nm to 22 nm.
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Fig. 11. The 6.12r worst case (wc) write margin (a) and SNM (b) as a function of assist bias for the 45 nm LP technology.

6.1. Assessing functional effectiveness

6.3. Practical considerations

The functional read/write margin sensitivity was evaluated over
a 300 mV window to minimize non-linearity in the response and to
ensure the bias conditions would not exceed the technology reliability limits. Because our reference (Vwc) condition was more
than 200 mV below nominal VDD in all cases, the reliability
requirement was preserved. Even for the 22 nm node where the
Vwc was taken to be 0.8 V, the max voltage would be only 10%
greater than nominal VDD, which is consistent with common technology speciﬁcations.
The sensitivity response for the assist methods studied is often
inﬂuenced by more than one mechanism and can be understood
when the device physics are taken into account. For example, the
superior result associated with raised array voltage (VDDc) for read
assist can be attributed to the fact that several mechanisms inﬂuence the result. The body effect causes the cell PFET to become
stronger because of the modulated VSB for the PFET and the VGS
is increased for the devices in the latch which are on.

To assess the complexity of implementation for speciﬁc assist
methods, yield implications associated with the speciﬁc assist
method should be considered. For example, of the four write assist
methods we investigated, three (WL or VSSc boost, and VDDc
droop) require a higher, yield related complexity. This is because
WL boost increases the potential for stability upset in the cells
along the asserted word line on the non-selected columns, and reduced voltage at the cell by VSSc boost or VDDc droop introduces
data retention concerns. The trade off in the stability (SNM) impact
of the half-selected bits during a write assist is shown in Fig. 13 for
both negative BL and WL boost assists for 45 nm. Although the
negative BL method partially avoids these yield implications, the
added level shift circuit complexity of generating the negative voltage must be considered.
To address cell layout compatibility with a given assist method,
it is noted that the 6T cell is typically provided by the foundry and
therefore constrains the memory array designer to seek assist
methods that best comply with the given layout. For example,
the predominant industry 6T cell design style makes use of a
VDD bus on metal level 2 (M2) level running parallel with the
M2 bit lines. Although this layout style has advantages for density
and performance reasons, the implementation of locally raising
VDDc along the word line requires that all columns on the selected
WL be boosted. Although pulsing the VSSc may be more consistent
with this style cell layout (the metal 3 (M3) VSSc bus which runs
parallel with the M3 word local line), we found this technique
exhibited less margin sensitivity. It should also be pointed out that
assist compatibility with dual port SRAM is of emerging importance, and some methods such as drooped VDDc for write assist
are fundamentally incompatible. For those applications requiring
both 1 and 2 port SRAM, the cost effectiveness for an approach
such as the negative BL may become more compelling.
For those methods deemed most effective based on functional
sensitivity and performance, the cell compatibility and yield complexity are considered together. Along with raised global VDD, four
additional combinations of assist methods would need to be considered. Considering the predominant industry cell layout style,
the comparison may then be summarized in Table 2. For the LP
bulk technologies considered in this study, both read and write assist would be required to achieve high yield for large SRAM arrays
beyond 65 nm. Combining both the functional effectiveness
requirement with the requirement that the cell layout must be
compatible with the predominantly used industry bit cell, results
in ﬁve pairs of options. By introducing the additional constraint
that the yield complexity be low, the viable assist combinations re-

6.2. Margin/delay space method
An example of the margin/delay plot introduced earlier is
shown in Fig. 12a showing the write margin versus write delay
for each of the four assist methods evaluated. The different assist
methods portray varying trajectories in the margin/delay space,
and the type 1 methods are shown to increase margin while
decreasing delay most effectively. Fig. 12b shows the assist trajectories in margin/delay space for the read assist methods evaluated.
A combined VDDc and VSSc assist method is shown in Fig. 12b
which demonstrates how the assist techniques can be combined
as required to optimize both delay and margin. This ﬁgure also
points out that some assist methods, such as WL droop, may improve the margin while simultaneously degrading the performance. Using this analysis approach, the methods categorized as
type 2 were more effective for read assist.
The effect of variation was examined in some detail and it was
found that both assist method and bias had a non-negligible impact on the resulting WM and SNM distributions. For those cases
where the assist method inﬂuenced the distribution, it was necessary to account for this in determining the effectiveness of a given
method on the yield. While the SNM and WM distributions are
intrinsically non-Gaussian for reasons previously discussed, relying on the distributions which are normally distributed, we compute the distribution tail. By this method, a required assist bias
for a given array size and soft fail yield requirement for both
WM and SNM can be established.
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Fig. 12. Margin vs delay plots showing write (a) and read (b) for the 45 nm LP technology when assist bias is swept from 0 to 300 mV [26].
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and implementation scheme. This is demonstrated by examining
the essential components of SRAM array power. Both read and
write operations are ﬁrst described without assist and then for a
speciﬁc read assist operation to illustrate this point.
The dominant components of power for a single read operation,
without a circuit bias assist is given by:
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Pread ¼ PWL þ PDBL
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where the components of read power are consistent with those in
Eq. (2). The PWL describes the power associated with the WL pulse
and PDBL refers to the power associated with the change in voltage
on the BL’s along the asserted WL. This read power may be expressed more fully as:
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Fig. 13. Impact of write assist on stability of the half-selected bits on the asserted
word line shown for 45 nm LP. As word-line-boost or negative-bit-line assist
increases the write margin, the SNM is reduced for those bits on the word line
subjected to a dummy read condition.
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duce to three. For a ﬁnal selection between the remaining combinations of assist methods, absolute margin and performance deltas
should be considered along with factors such as power and area
overhead. An assessment of area overhead is dependent on the
speciﬁc implementation scheme and therefore beyond the scope
of this paper, however, an area overhead of less than 4% would
be expected for a competitive implementation [2,5,6,9,15].

6.4. Power
Power is a critical criteria for the ultimate selection of an assist
method, however, power is dependent on both the assist method

ð8Þ

where f is the frequency, CBLc and CWLc are the bit line and word line
capacitance per cell, NWL and NBL are the total number of word lines
and bit lines in the array block of interest. The voltage differential
required to set the sense ampliﬁer is (DVBL). The primary considerations for write power may be expressed as:

Pwrite ¼ PBL!0 þ Pcell þ PWL þ PDBL

Table 2
Practical considerations for viable assist combinations.

a

ð7Þ

ð9Þ

where the ﬁrst three components of write power are consistent
with those given in Eq. (3). Although not a contributor to write delay, PDBL is a non-negligible component of the write power. The PDBL
term accounts for the power associated with the voltage change on
the BL’s along the asserted WL for the half-selected cells, i.e., those
subjected to a dummy read operation. The PBL?0 is the power associated with the BL discharge to ground for the write operation, Pcell
is the power associated with writing the column selected cells on
the word line, and PWL describes the power due to the write WL
pulse. The write power may be expressed more fully as:


Pwrite ¼ f NSBL NWL C BLc V 2dd þ NSBL C cell V 2dd þ NWL NBL C WLc V 2dd
þ ðNBL  NSBL ÞDV BL V dd Þ

ð10Þ

with NSBL used to refer to the number of bit lines that are selected
for the write operation.
A ﬁrst order assessment in the change in power associated with
a given assist method can be derived from these equations. For
example, the change in power associated with the WL droop read
assist can be expressed as:



DPread ¼ f ðNBL C WLc V 2DWL  2V DWL V dd Þ þ Passist

ð11Þ
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where VDWL is the voltage reduction on the WL, Passist is the power
expended by the speciﬁc assist scheme chosen. The power associated with achieving the dynamic voltage reduction in the WL (Passist), would also need to be included in the analysis. For example,
the use of a replica or set of replica pass gate devices [5], which lower the WL voltage but also provide a DC path to ground during the
WL pulse, would constitute a non-negligible Passist when assessing
the overall power impact. A similar analysis can be used for each assist method and implementation scheme. It is also clear from this
analysis that the power will be dependent on speciﬁc array conﬁguration factors, e.g., NBL, NWL, and NSBL. In addition to the speciﬁc assist implementation scheme and array conﬁguration, the cell and
array layout conﬁguration is also an important factor. For example,
it would follow from this analysis method that the power impact of
dynamically modulating the array supply bus for VDDc assist, with
the conventional 6T layout and the array layout conﬁguration discussed in Section 6.3, may easily be large compared to other dynamic schemes.
A ﬁrst principles analysis of relevant power components for
both read and write without assist bias schemes was shown. Using
this analysis it is also shown that determining the power for a given assist method requires speciﬁc details of the assist scheme and
layout conﬁguration. Because of the signiﬁcant differences in
margin sensitivity and performance across the assist methods, it
is recommended that assessing the implementation costs and
power be evaluated after determining the methods which are
shown to satisfy the product functional requirements.
7. Conclusions
As competitive forces and industry scaling continue to erode the
6T SRAM functional margins, the use of assist methods will increase. A review and categorization approach for examining potential bias based assist methods is provided. For the assist methods
evaluated in this study using the LP bulk CMOS technologies, those
methods categorized as predominantly type 1 are more effective
for write assist and the predominantly type 2 category of assist
methods are more effective for read assist. The assist methods
exhibited some degree of consistency across the platform of LP
technologies studied. This suggests that the design infrastructure
and assist method implementation learning can be reduced with
reuse across multiple generations. The margin/delay analysis was
demonstrated as an objective means of evaluating the inﬂuence
on the functional metrics by the assist methods. Based on a margin/delay analysis and practical considerations, the more viable assist methods for future investment were identiﬁed, however, for a
ﬁnal selection additional factors such as implementation cost and
power will need to be included in the analysis.
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